CRM Worklist: Launch
BSP\Webdynpro Applications

Applies to:
SAP CRM 6.0 and SAP CRM 7.0. For more information, visit the Customer Relationship Management
homepage.

Summary
It was possible to launch BSP\Webdynpro applications when you execute certain work-items from SAP
business Workplace (GUI), however when you execute these work-items from CRM Work-list, the
BSP\Webdynpro application wouldn’t get called at all. This document aims at launching BSP\Webdynpro
from the CRM Work-list.
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Summary
The real core issue that needs to be realized and addressed with the CRM work-list is that for the dialog
work-items, the underlying BOR coding doesn’t get executed at all. For instance,
Let’s have a look at the task as shown below:

When you execute a work-item which refers to the task as shown above from the SAP Business Workplace,
then this opens up a browser with the Webdynpro application. The URL is build within the BOR object
method.
When you execute the same work-item which refers to the task as shown above from the CRM work-list,
then this does not open up a browser with the webdynpro application. This happens because once the
system find that the work-item is a ‘dialog’, it ignores the code written within the BOR object method. This is
preciously why the BSP application doesn’t get launched from the UI as this piece of code is ignored.
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Detailed Description
To call up non-UI components from CRM work-list, we need to make suitable amendments to the workflow
definition. This amendment would come in form of a new task which needs to be inserted with the workflow
definition. This kind of task is illustrated below:

The BOR method coding is as follows:
DATA:
URL1 TYPE BBPS_URL255-URL,
URL2 TYPE BBPS_URL255-URL,
URL TYPE STRING.
Data: lv_Work_item_id type SWW_WIID,
ls_Att_header type SWR_ATT_HEADER,
lv_Att_text type string,
rv_value like sy-subrc,
lv_url type SWR_FILENAME,
att_id type SWR_ATT_ID.
* Prepare Workflow Id
SWC_GET_ELEMENT CONTAINER 'WF_ID' lv_Work_item_id.
* Prepare URL
SWC_GET_ELEMENT CONTAINER 'Url1' URL1.
SWC_GET_ELEMENT CONTAINER 'Url2' URL2.
CONCATENATE URL1 URL2 INTO URL.
* URL is the parameter which is supposed to have the URL of the Webdynpro
application.
* Prepare Attachment Header
ls_Att_header-FILE_TYPE
= 'T'.
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ls_Att_header-FILE_NAME
= 'Navigate to BP request approver screen'.
ls_Att_header-FILE_EXTENSION = 'URL'.
ls_Att_header-LANGUAGE
= sy-langu.
*

Call the API to Attach the URL attachment
CALL FUNCTION 'SAP_WAPI_ATTACHMENT_ADD'
EXPORTING
WORKITEM_ID
= lv_Work_item_id
ATT_HEADER
= ls_Att_header
ATT_TXT
= url
DOCUMENT_OWNER
= SY-UNAME
LANGUAGE
= SY-LANGU
DO_COMMIT
= 'X'
IMPORTING
RETURN_CODE
= rv_value
ATT_ID
= att_id.



Please note the above code should not be reused as it is. The URL parameter should be used to fill in
the Webdynpro\BSP url and finally the function module SAP_WAPI_ATTACHMENT_ADD is used to the
add an attachment of type ‘URL’ into the work-flow container. This means subsequently when any
subsequent work-items belonging to this work-flow is routed to agents, all agents can open the
BSP\Webdynpro application from within their work-item under assignment block ‘ Attachments’.



There is an alternative approach which is a little complex and requires UI enhancements, but it’s close to
the complete solution. This involves the following steps:
1) Create URL ID
2) Configure transaction Launcher with the above URL ID
3) Define Logical Link
4) Define Generic Op Mapping for your Navigation bar.
5) Once all the above is done, navigate to the transaction launcher within the event handler ie
‘Execute’ button.
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Results
The below mentioned work-item refers to task TS95508299:

On-click, the Webdynpro application is launched as shown:
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Note: the Webdynpro application is called asynchronously, and hence you might have to complete the work-item either
my programming it within the Wedynpro application or you might have to enhance component GSWIDET\DETVS
and enhance the event-handler EH_ONBTN_EXECUTE_CLICK and then program the work-item completion all by
yourself there.

Conclusions
It’s still possible to launch Non-UI components like BSP\Webdynpro application from the work-list provided
you either make adjustments to the Work-flow definition or perform UI enhancements and configuration.
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Related Content
My Project experience
For more information, visit the Customer Relationship Management homepage.
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